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With Erich Brockmann, “Tacit Knowledge and Strategic Decision Making” Group and Organizational Management (accepted and forthcoming)


With Walt Wheatley and Nick Maddox. “The Relationship Locus of Control and Vividness of Imagination Measures to Simulation Performance” in Developments in
With Walt Wheatley and Nick Maddox, “Imagery in the Business Policy Course,”

With Walt Wheatley and Nick Maddox, “Visualization and Guided Imagery in the

With Hank Hennessey and Bob Herring, “Work Related Attitude Among Alcoholics,”
Proceedings National Meeting of the Human Resource Management and
Organizational Behavioral Society, November 1988, San Francisco, CA.

With Pam Perrewe, “The Impact of Job Demands: Personal Control and Employee
Age on Health Strain,” Proceedings, Southern Management Association, November
1988, Atlanta, GA.

With Jane Wager, “Executive Management Development Program in the U.S.
Department of the Navy,” in Halil Copur, ed., HRMOB Proceedings, Vol. 1,
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Through the Use of Mental Imagery,” Reading Improvement, Vol. 25, No. 3, (Fall
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With Nick Maddox and Walt Wheatley, “Using Visualization Techniques in Human
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